'Agenda 21' Project coordinator
Job title
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Agenda 21 Project coordinator

(ML interviews of linked firms)
(SCIC EC interviews of linked firms)
Values and key-words
What do I contribute for Le Pays? What values
does this job stand for, that I represent ? (ESS link)
Job key-words

The values associated with sustainable development /
Social utility
Sustainable development animator, mediator

The most attractive

Pollution-free activities

national et local context for this activity /
professional

5-year-old-plus jobs and job potential
Economical viability
Outlets

Recently created job
Recruiting has been effective since the 'Grenelle'
More and more positions available

Structures that do offer such jobs

On the rise
Territorial communities and regroupings, associations,
more seldom firms

Job definition

The Agenda 21 is a post Rio program that defines
sustainable procedures and goals to protect the
environment. This job offers to elaborate, implement
and monitor actions and programs for collectivities in
order to improve citizens' environment and quality of
life.

Tasks, assignments, missions :

Audits the territory in terms of environment then
elaborates strategies to launch, sensitizes and
monitors, coordinates their implementation locally

Job specific conditions & characteristics

Mobility (frequent trips)
Odd hours (evenings, week-ends)

Flexibility (i.e. capacity to split a project into
various modules)

Salary, career perspectives and progression
Recruiting

Formation, trainings
Pre-requisites

Access from 'bac' +2 (BTS, DUT..) to 'bac'+5 (Master
Pro) in social sciences, economy, human development,
territorial management, urbanism, local economic
development...
A solid knowledge of the territory on the social,
economic, environmental and administrative levels.

Physical aptitudes

Behavior

Learnt competences & skills

Communication skills
Animation skills
Autonomy, rigor, initiative, open-mindedness,
organizational skills, availability
Project management know-how
Budget and scheduling skills
solid command of computer and soft
Keeps up with regulatory and documentary evolutions

Job - trade
Competences close to the job (?????)
transferability
Mobility
Sources/resources
Already existing description files
Source websites

Emploi-environnement.com
Envirojob.fr/métiers

Pole-emploi.fr (ROME)
Job 'ambassadors'
Resource (contactable) people & agencies
Where to find information about that job

Simon MAROIS Chargé de mission agenda 21 Mairie
Dinan

